
Field Search

Will return results that contain ‘logit.io’ 
under the field named ‘message’.

Returns results containing either ‘United’ 
OR ‘Kingdom’ under the field named 
‘message'.

Returns results containing ’United’ and 
‘logit.io’ under the field named ‘message’.

Returns results where the words ‘United 
Kingdom’ are presented together under 
the field named ‘message’.

Returns results with the field named 
‘message’ but does not include results 
where the value ‘kingdom’ exists.

Field Search, e.g.

message: logit.io

Field and Term OR, e.g.

message:(United or Kingdom)

Field and Term AND, e.g.

message:(United and logit.io)

Exact Phrase Match, e.g.

message:“United Kingdom”

_EXISTS_ e.g.

_exists_:message AND NOT

message:kingdom

Term Search

Will return results containing the words 
‘United’ and/or ‘Kingdom’.

Returns results where the words ‘United 
Kingdom’ are presented together. 

Returns results where either the words 
‘United’ or ‘Kingdom’ are present.

Returns results where the words ‘United’ 
and ‘Kingdom’ are both present.

Returns results that contain the words 
‘United’ but must also contain the word 
‘Kingdom’.

Returns results that contain the words 
‘United’ but must not include the word 
‘Kingdom’.

Keywords, e.g.

United Kingdom

Phrase, e.g.

“United Kingdom”

OR keyword, e.g.

United OR Kingdom

AND keyword, e.g.

United AND Kingdom

+ keyword, e.g.

“United” +Kingdom

- keyword, e.g.

“United” -Kingdom

Wildcard Search

Searches for any number of characters 
before or after the word, e.g. Unite* will 
return United Kingdom, United States, 
United Arab Emirates. 

Replaces single characters in words to 
return results , e.g. ‘D?g’ will return ‘Dig’, 
‘Dog’, ‘Dug’, etc.

Searches for a wider field of results such 
as words that are related to the search 
criteria, e.g. ‘Dog~’ will return ‘Dogs’, 
‘Doe’, ‘Frog’.

Searches against any field containing the 
specific word, e.g. searches for results 
containing the word ‘Dog’ within any 
fields named with ‘Animal’. -Kibana V6.3 
onwards only.

Multiple Characters, e.g.

United Kingdom

Single Characters, e.g.

“D?g”

Fuzzy, e.g.

“Dog~”

Proximity Wildcard Field, 
e.g. Animal⧵*:Dog

Range Search

Searches inclusive of the range specified, 
e.g. within numbers 1 to 5. 

Searches exclusive of the range specified, 
e.g. between the numbers 1 and 5, so 2, 
3 or 4 will be returned, but not 1 and 5.

Searches for numeric value greater than a 
specified number, e.g. greater than 3 
years of age.

Searches for numeric value less than a 
specified number, e.g. less than 3 years 
of age.

Prioritises results with the phrase ‘United 
Kingdom’ in proximity to the word 
‘London’ in a sentence or paragraph. The 
higher the value, the closer the proximity.

Prioritises results with the word ‘United’ in 
proximity to the word ‘Kingdom’ in a 
sentence or paragraph. The higher the 
value, the closer the proximity.

Inclusive Range, e.g.

[1 to 5]

Exclusive Range, e.g.

{1 to 5}

Larger Than, e.g.

age:>3 

Less Than, e.g.

age:<3

Boost, e.g.

United^2 Kingdom

Boost Phrase, e.g.

“United Kingdom”
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